
    

Winter solstice in Northern HemisphereWinter solstice in Northern HemisphereWinter solstice in Northern HemisphereWinter solstice in Northern Hemisphere    andandandand    over Asia.over Asia.over Asia.over Asia.    

    

                                                                                Winter solsticeWinter solsticeWinter solsticeWinter solstice    is anis anis anis an    astronomicalastronomicalastronomicalastronomical    phenomenon which for thephenomenon which for thephenomenon which for thephenomenon which for the    Northern Northern Northern Northern 

HemisphereHemisphereHemisphereHemisphere    occurs in December and which for occurs in December and which for occurs in December and which for occurs in December and which for thethethethe    Southern HemisphereSouthern HemisphereSouthern HemisphereSouthern Hemisphere    occurs in June.occurs in June.occurs in June.occurs in June.    For the For the For the For the 

Northern Hemisphere, the moment of winter solstice is when the sun's elevation with respect to Northern Hemisphere, the moment of winter solstice is when the sun's elevation with respect to Northern Hemisphere, the moment of winter solstice is when the sun's elevation with respect to Northern Hemisphere, the moment of winter solstice is when the sun's elevation with respect to 

the North Pole is at itthe North Pole is at itthe North Pole is at itthe North Pole is at its most negative value since the previous December. (The elevation with s most negative value since the previous December. (The elevation with s most negative value since the previous December. (The elevation with s most negative value since the previous December. (The elevation with 

respect to the South Pole is at its greatest since the previous December). The hemisphere has respect to the South Pole is at its greatest since the previous December). The hemisphere has respect to the South Pole is at its greatest since the previous December). The hemisphere has respect to the South Pole is at its greatest since the previous December). The hemisphere has 

its longest night and shortest day around the moment of solstice with the night within the its longest night and shortest day around the moment of solstice with the night within the its longest night and shortest day around the moment of solstice with the night within the its longest night and shortest day around the moment of solstice with the night within the Arctic Arctic Arctic Arctic 

being 24 hours long.being 24 hours long.being 24 hours long.being 24 hours long.    

Analogous remarks hold for the Southern Hemisphere. Thus, for the Southern Hemisphere, at Analogous remarks hold for the Southern Hemisphere. Thus, for the Southern Hemisphere, at Analogous remarks hold for the Southern Hemisphere. Thus, for the Southern Hemisphere, at Analogous remarks hold for the Southern Hemisphere. Thus, for the Southern Hemisphere, at 

the moment of its winter solstice in June, the sun is at its greatest height as observed from the the moment of its winter solstice in June, the sun is at its greatest height as observed from the the moment of its winter solstice in June, the sun is at its greatest height as observed from the the moment of its winter solstice in June, the sun is at its greatest height as observed from the 

North Pole.North Pole.North Pole.North Pole.        

Depending on one's position on the globe, the December solstice Depending on one's position on the globe, the December solstice Depending on one's position on the globe, the December solstice Depending on one's position on the globe, the December solstice usually, occursusually, occursusually, occursusually, occurs    on the 21st and on the 21st and on the 21st and on the 21st and 

the 22the 22the 22the 22ndndndnd....    TheTheTheThe    June solstJune solstJune solstJune solstice usually occurs on June the 20th or 21st. However, it is sometimes ice usually occurs on June the 20th or 21st. However, it is sometimes ice usually occurs on June the 20th or 21st. However, it is sometimes ice usually occurs on June the 20th or 21st. However, it is sometimes 

possible for a solstice to coincide with three different dates. Thus the December 2016 solstice possible for a solstice to coincide with three different dates. Thus the December 2016 solstice possible for a solstice to coincide with three different dates. Thus the December 2016 solstice possible for a solstice to coincide with three different dates. Thus the December 2016 solstice 

coincides with 20th of the month in American Samoa, with the 21st in London and with the coincides with 20th of the month in American Samoa, with the 21st in London and with the coincides with 20th of the month in American Samoa, with the 21st in London and with the coincides with 20th of the month in American Samoa, with the 21st in London and with the 

22222nd at2nd at2nd at2nd at    KiritimatiKiritimatiKiritimatiKiritimati....    



TheTheTheThe    axial tiltaxial tiltaxial tiltaxial tilt    of Earth andof Earth andof Earth andof Earth and    gyroscopic effectsgyroscopic effectsgyroscopic effectsgyroscopic effects    of the planet's daily rotation keep theof the planet's daily rotation keep theof the planet's daily rotation keep theof the planet's daily rotation keep the    axis of axis of axis of axis of 

rotationrotationrotationrotation    pointed atpointed atpointed atpointed at    the same point in the sky. As the Earth follows itsthe same point in the sky. As the Earth follows itsthe same point in the sky. As the Earth follows itsthe same point in the sky. As the Earth follows its    orbitorbitorbitorbit    around the Sun, around the Sun, around the Sun, around the Sun, 

the same hemisphere that faced away from the Sun, experiencing winter, will, in half a year, the same hemisphere that faced away from the Sun, experiencing winter, will, in half a year, the same hemisphere that faced away from the Sun, experiencing winter, will, in half a year, the same hemisphere that faced away from the Sun, experiencing winter, will, in half a year, 

face towards the Sun and eface towards the Sun and eface towards the Sun and eface towards the Sun and experience summer. Since the two hemispheres face opposite xperience summer. Since the two hemispheres face opposite xperience summer. Since the two hemispheres face opposite xperience summer. Since the two hemispheres face opposite 

directions along the planetary pole, as one polar hemisphere experiences winter, the other directions along the planetary pole, as one polar hemisphere experiences winter, the other directions along the planetary pole, as one polar hemisphere experiences winter, the other directions along the planetary pole, as one polar hemisphere experiences winter, the other 

experiences summer.experiences summer.experiences summer.experiences summer.    

More evident fromMore evident fromMore evident fromMore evident from    high latitudeshigh latitudeshigh latitudeshigh latitudes, a hemisphere's winter, a hemisphere's winter, a hemisphere's winter, a hemisphere's winter    solsticesolsticesolsticesolstice    occurs on the shortest day and occurs on the shortest day and occurs on the shortest day and occurs on the shortest day and 

longest night of the year, when the sun's daily maximum elevation in the sky is the longest night of the year, when the sun's daily maximum elevation in the sky is the longest night of the year, when the sun's daily maximum elevation in the sky is the longest night of the year, when the sun's daily maximum elevation in the sky is the 

lowest.lowest.lowest.lowest.[3][3][3][3]    The winter solstice itself lasts only a moment in time, so other terms are used for the The winter solstice itself lasts only a moment in time, so other terms are used for the The winter solstice itself lasts only a moment in time, so other terms are used for the The winter solstice itself lasts only a moment in time, so other terms are used for the 

day on which it occurs, such as "midwinter", or "the shortest day". For the same reason, it day on which it occurs, such as "midwinter", or "the shortest day". For the same reason, it day on which it occurs, such as "midwinter", or "the shortest day". For the same reason, it day on which it occurs, such as "midwinter", or "the shortest day". For the same reason, it 

should not be confused with "the first day of winter" or "the start of winteshould not be confused with "the first day of winter" or "the start of winteshould not be confused with "the first day of winter" or "the start of winteshould not be confused with "the first day of winter" or "the start of winter" (r" (r" (r" (LidongLidongLidongLidong    in the in the in the in the 

East Asian calendars). The seasonal significance of the winter solstice is in the reversal of the East Asian calendars). The seasonal significance of the winter solstice is in the reversal of the East Asian calendars). The seasonal significance of the winter solstice is in the reversal of the East Asian calendars). The seasonal significance of the winter solstice is in the reversal of the 

gradual lengthening of nights and shortening of days. The earliest sunset angradual lengthening of nights and shortening of days. The earliest sunset angradual lengthening of nights and shortening of days. The earliest sunset angradual lengthening of nights and shortening of days. The earliest sunset and latest sunrise d latest sunrise d latest sunrise d latest sunrise 

dates differ from winter solstice, however, and these depend on latitude, due to the variation in dates differ from winter solstice, however, and these depend on latitude, due to the variation in dates differ from winter solstice, however, and these depend on latitude, due to the variation in dates differ from winter solstice, however, and these depend on latitude, due to the variation in 

the solar day throughout the year caused by the Earth's elliptical orbit (seethe solar day throughout the year caused by the Earth's elliptical orbit (seethe solar day throughout the year caused by the Earth's elliptical orbit (seethe solar day throughout the year caused by the Earth's elliptical orbit (see    earliest and latest earliest and latest earliest and latest earliest and latest 

sunrise and sunsetsunrise and sunsetsunrise and sunsetsunrise and sunset).).).).    

Worldwide, interpretation of the event has varied from culture to culture, but many culturesWorldwide, interpretation of the event has varied from culture to culture, but many culturesWorldwide, interpretation of the event has varied from culture to culture, but many culturesWorldwide, interpretation of the event has varied from culture to culture, but many cultures    

have heldhave heldhave heldhave held    a recognition of rebirth, involvinga recognition of rebirth, involvinga recognition of rebirth, involvinga recognition of rebirth, involving    holidaysholidaysholidaysholidays, festivals, gatherings,, festivals, gatherings,, festivals, gatherings,, festivals, gatherings,    ritualsritualsritualsrituals    or or or or 

otherotherotherother    celebrationscelebrationscelebrationscelebrations    around that time.around that time.around that time.around that time.        

    

History and cultural significanceHistory and cultural significanceHistory and cultural significanceHistory and cultural significance    

    

    
    

Japanese Sun goddessJapanese Sun goddessJapanese Sun goddessJapanese Sun goddessAmaterasuAmaterasuAmaterasuAmaterasu    emerging from a cave.emerging from a cave.emerging from a cave.emerging from a cave.    



The solstice itself may have been a special moment of the annual cycle of the year even The solstice itself may have been a special moment of the annual cycle of the year even The solstice itself may have been a special moment of the annual cycle of the year even The solstice itself may have been a special moment of the annual cycle of the year even 

duringduringduringduring    NeolithicNeolithicNeolithicNeolithic    times. Astronomical times. Astronomical times. Astronomical times. Astronomical eventseventseventsevents    whichwhichwhichwhich    during ancient times during ancient times during ancient times during ancient times contrcontrcontrcontrolled the mating of olled the mating of olled the mating of olled the mating of 

animals, sowing of crops and metering of winter reserves between harvests, show how various animals, sowing of crops and metering of winter reserves between harvests, show how various animals, sowing of crops and metering of winter reserves between harvests, show how various animals, sowing of crops and metering of winter reserves between harvests, show how various 

cultural mythologies and traditions have arisen. This is attested by physical remains in the cultural mythologies and traditions have arisen. This is attested by physical remains in the cultural mythologies and traditions have arisen. This is attested by physical remains in the cultural mythologies and traditions have arisen. This is attested by physical remains in the 

layouts of late Neolithic andlayouts of late Neolithic andlayouts of late Neolithic andlayouts of late Neolithic and    BronzeBronzeBronzeBronze    AgeAgeAgeAge    archaeological sites, such asarchaeological sites, such asarchaeological sites, such asarchaeological sites, such as    StonehengeStonehengeStonehengeStonehenge    in Britain in Britain in Britain in Britain 

andandandand    NewNewNewNew    grangegrangegrangegrange    in Ireland. The primary axes of both of these monuments seem to have been in Ireland. The primary axes of both of these monuments seem to have been in Ireland. The primary axes of both of these monuments seem to have been in Ireland. The primary axes of both of these monuments seem to have been 

carefully aligned on a sightcarefully aligned on a sightcarefully aligned on a sightcarefully aligned on a sight----line pointing to the winter solstice sunrise (Newgrange) and the line pointing to the winter solstice sunrise (Newgrange) and the line pointing to the winter solstice sunrise (Newgrange) and the line pointing to the winter solstice sunrise (Newgrange) and the 

winter solstice sunset (Stonehenge). Significant in respect of Stonehenge iwinter solstice sunset (Stonehenge). Significant in respect of Stonehenge iwinter solstice sunset (Stonehenge). Significant in respect of Stonehenge iwinter solstice sunset (Stonehenge). Significant in respect of Stonehenge is the fact that the s the fact that the s the fact that the s the fact that the 

GreatGreatGreatGreat    TrilithonTrilithonTrilithonTrilithon    was erected outwards from the centre of the monument, i.e., its smooth flat was erected outwards from the centre of the monument, i.e., its smooth flat was erected outwards from the centre of the monument, i.e., its smooth flat was erected outwards from the centre of the monument, i.e., its smooth flat 

face was turned towards the midwinter Sun.face was turned towards the midwinter Sun.face was turned towards the midwinter Sun.face was turned towards the midwinter Sun.        

    

    
NeolithicNeolithicNeolithicNeolithic    site ofsite ofsite ofsite of    Goseck circleGoseck circleGoseck circleGoseck circle. The yellow lines are the direction the. The yellow lines are the direction the. The yellow lines are the direction the. The yellow lines are the direction the    SunSunSunSun    rises and sets at winterrises and sets at winterrises and sets at winterrises and sets at winter    solsticesolsticesolsticesolstice....    

The winter solstice may have been immensely important because communities were not certain of The winter solstice may have been immensely important because communities were not certain of The winter solstice may have been immensely important because communities were not certain of The winter solstice may have been immensely important because communities were not certain of 

living through the winter, and had to be prepared during the previous nine months.living through the winter, and had to be prepared during the previous nine months.living through the winter, and had to be prepared during the previous nine months.living through the winter, and had to be prepared during the previous nine months.    

StarvationStarvationStarvationStarvation    was common during the first months of the winter, January to April (northern was common during the first months of the winter, January to April (northern was common during the first months of the winter, January to April (northern was common during the first months of the winter, January to April (northern 

hemisphere) or July to October (southern hemisphere), also known as "thehemisphere) or July to October (southern hemisphere), also known as "thehemisphere) or July to October (southern hemisphere), also known as "thehemisphere) or July to October (southern hemisphere), also known as "the    faminefaminefaminefamine    months". In months". In months". In months". In 

temperate climates, the midwinter festival was the last feasttemperate climates, the midwinter festival was the last feasttemperate climates, the midwinter festival was the last feasttemperate climates, the midwinter festival was the last feast    celebrationcelebrationcelebrationcelebration, before deep winter , before deep winter , before deep winter , before deep winter 

began. Most cattle werebegan. Most cattle werebegan. Most cattle werebegan. Most cattle were    slaughteredslaughteredslaughteredslaughtered    so they would not have to be fed during the winter, so it so they would not have to be fed during the winter, so it so they would not have to be fed during the winter, so it so they would not have to be fed during the winter, so it 

was almost the only time of year when a supply of fresh meat was available. The majority of was almost the only time of year when a supply of fresh meat was available. The majority of was almost the only time of year when a supply of fresh meat was available. The majority of was almost the only time of year when a supply of fresh meat was available. The majority of 

wine and bwine and bwine and bwine and beer made during the year was finallyeer made during the year was finallyeer made during the year was finallyeer made during the year was finally    fermentedfermentedfermentedfermented    and ready for drinking at this time. and ready for drinking at this time. and ready for drinking at this time. and ready for drinking at this time. 

The concentration of the observances were not always on the day commencing at midniThe concentration of the observances were not always on the day commencing at midniThe concentration of the observances were not always on the day commencing at midniThe concentration of the observances were not always on the day commencing at midnight or at ght or at ght or at ght or at 

dawn, but the beginning of the predawn, but the beginning of the predawn, but the beginning of the predawn, but the beginning of the pre----Romanized day, which falls on the previousRomanized day, which falls on the previousRomanized day, which falls on the previousRomanized day, which falls on the previous    eveeveeveeve....        



Since the event Since the event Since the event Since the event is seen as the reversal of theis seen as the reversal of theis seen as the reversal of theis seen as the reversal of the    SunSunSunSun's ebbing presence in the sky, concepts of the 's ebbing presence in the sky, concepts of the 's ebbing presence in the sky, concepts of the 's ebbing presence in the sky, concepts of the 

birth or rebirth ofbirth or rebirth ofbirth or rebirth ofbirth or rebirth of    sun godssun godssun godssun gods    have been common and, in cultures using winter solstice based cyclic have been common and, in cultures using winter solstice based cyclic have been common and, in cultures using winter solstice based cyclic have been common and, in cultures using winter solstice based cyclic 

calendars, thecalendars, thecalendars, thecalendars, the    year as rebornyear as rebornyear as rebornyear as reborn    has been celebrated with regard tohas been celebrated with regard tohas been celebrated with regard tohas been celebrated with regard to    lifelifelifelife----deathdeathdeathdeath----rebirth rebirth rebirth rebirth 

deideideideitiestiestiesties    orororor    new beginningsnew beginningsnew beginningsnew beginnings    such assuch assuch assuch as    HogmanayHogmanayHogmanayHogmanay's's's's    reddingreddingreddingredding, a New Year cleaning tradition. , a New Year cleaning tradition. , a New Year cleaning tradition. , a New Year cleaning tradition. 

AlsoAlsoAlsoAlso    reversalreversalreversalreversal    is yet another usual theme as inis yet another usual theme as inis yet another usual theme as inis yet another usual theme as in    SaturnaliaSaturnaliaSaturnaliaSaturnalia's slave and master reversals.'s slave and master reversals.'s slave and master reversals.'s slave and master reversals.    

    
    

Sunrise at Stonehenge on the Winter SolsticeSunrise at Stonehenge on the Winter SolsticeSunrise at Stonehenge on the Winter SolsticeSunrise at Stonehenge on the Winter Solstice    

Direct observation of the solstice by amateurs is difficult because the sun moves too slowly at Direct observation of the solstice by amateurs is difficult because the sun moves too slowly at Direct observation of the solstice by amateurs is difficult because the sun moves too slowly at Direct observation of the solstice by amateurs is difficult because the sun moves too slowly at 

either solstice to determine its specific day, let alone its instant.either solstice to determine its specific day, let alone its instant.either solstice to determine its specific day, let alone its instant.either solstice to determine its specific day, let alone its instant.    Knowledge of when the event Knowledge of when the event Knowledge of when the event Knowledge of when the event 

occurs has only recently been facilitated to near its instant according to preciseoccurs has only recently been facilitated to near its instant according to preciseoccurs has only recently been facilitated to near its instant according to preciseoccurs has only recently been facilitated to near its instant according to precise    astronomical astronomical astronomical astronomical 

data trackingdata trackingdata trackingdata tracking. It is not possible to detect the actual instant of the solstice (by definition, one . It is not possible to detect the actual instant of the solstice (by definition, one . It is not possible to detect the actual instant of the solstice (by definition, one . It is not possible to detect the actual instant of the solstice (by definition, one 

cannotcannotcannotcannot    observe that an object has stopped moving until one makes a second observation in time observe that an object has stopped moving until one makes a second observation in time observe that an object has stopped moving until one makes a second observation in time observe that an object has stopped moving until one makes a second observation in time 

showing that it has not moved further from the preceding spot, or that it hshowing that it has not moved further from the preceding spot, or that it hshowing that it has not moved further from the preceding spot, or that it hshowing that it has not moved further from the preceding spot, or that it has moved in the as moved in the as moved in the as moved in the 

opposite direction). Further, to be precise to a single day, one must be able to observe a change opposite direction). Further, to be precise to a single day, one must be able to observe a change opposite direction). Further, to be precise to a single day, one must be able to observe a change opposite direction). Further, to be precise to a single day, one must be able to observe a change 

inininin    azimuthazimuthazimuthazimuth    or elevation less than or equal to about 1/60 of the angular diamor elevation less than or equal to about 1/60 of the angular diamor elevation less than or equal to about 1/60 of the angular diamor elevation less than or equal to about 1/60 of the angular diameter of the sun. eter of the sun. eter of the sun. eter of the sun. 

Observing that it occurred within a twoObserving that it occurred within a twoObserving that it occurred within a twoObserving that it occurred within a two----day period is easier, requiring an observation precision day period is easier, requiring an observation precision day period is easier, requiring an observation precision day period is easier, requiring an observation precision 

of only about 1/16 of the angular diameter of the sun. Thus, many observations are of the day of only about 1/16 of the angular diameter of the sun. Thus, many observations are of the day of only about 1/16 of the angular diameter of the sun. Thus, many observations are of the day of only about 1/16 of the angular diameter of the sun. Thus, many observations are of the day 

of the solstice rather than the instant. This isof the solstice rather than the instant. This isof the solstice rather than the instant. This isof the solstice rather than the instant. This is    often done by watching the sunrise and sunset or often done by watching the sunrise and sunset or often done by watching the sunrise and sunset or often done by watching the sunrise and sunset or 

vice versa or using anvice versa or using anvice versa or using anvice versa or using an    astronomically aligned instrumentastronomically aligned instrumentastronomically aligned instrumentastronomically aligned instrument    that allows a ray of light to cast on a that allows a ray of light to cast on a that allows a ray of light to cast on a that allows a ray of light to cast on a 

certain point around that time. Before thecertain point around that time. Before thecertain point around that time. Before thecertain point around that time. Before the    scientific revolutionscientific revolutionscientific revolutionscientific revolution, many forms of observances, , many forms of observances, , many forms of observances, , many forms of observances, 

astronomical, symbolic or ritastronomical, symbolic or ritastronomical, symbolic or ritastronomical, symbolic or ritualistic, had evolved according to the beliefs of various cultures, ualistic, had evolved according to the beliefs of various cultures, ualistic, had evolved according to the beliefs of various cultures, ualistic, had evolved according to the beliefs of various cultures, 

many of which are still practiced today.many of which are still practiced today.many of which are still practiced today.many of which are still practiced today.        
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